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in younger patients, though it must be recognized that fre-
quently this may require a bilateral block dissection, since
many of these tumours metastasize to both sides of the neck.
One of the common causes of death is recurrence in the cer-
vical region, and E. W. Strong and colleagues" have shown
that the rate can be reduced by giving low doses of irradia-
tion before operation. In a controlled trial they found re-
duction of cervical recurrence rates from 50% to 31% when
this was done.
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Gastritis and Gastric Cancer

About 15,000 people die every year in the United Kingdom
from gastric cancer,1 but little is known about the causes
of the disease. Though it shows a familial incidence, genetic
inheritance cannot account for more than a small proportion
of that, and while dietary factors are probably of considerable
and perhaps paramount importance in causing it epidemio-
logical studies designed to identify them have proved unhelp-
ful. But they have drawn attention to the possibility of causes
in the environment by disclosing geographical fluctuations
of almost ten-fold between areas of high and low incidence.2
Moreover, the risks of contracting the disease vary in migrants
to areas with different incidence rates.3
The best-known premalignant condition of the stomach is

pernicious anaemia.4 5 The risk of gastric cancer is probably
four to five times higher in such patients than in the general
population.6 It has been suggested that this association arises
by two pathways, one associated with the increased frequency
of blood group A in patients with either disease, and the
other independent,7 but it now seems probable that the associ-
ation is entirely independent of the blood groups.8 One
possibility is that autoimmune atrophic gastritis is a pre-
malignant condition. But only a minor proportion of patients
with gastric cancer prove to have circulating gastric anti-
bodies,9 and it would therefore be of considerable interest
to know whether the presence of simple chronic superficial
or atrophic gastritis increases the risk of later development of
gastric cancer.
M. Siurala and his colleagues10 found nine gastric cancers in

116 patients with atrophic gastritis diagnosed by gastric
biopsy some 10-15 years earlier, and in a recent survey
I. R. Walker and his associates"' found four gastric cancers in
40 patients found to have "simple" atrophic gastritis from
10 to 22 years earlier. Though exact mathematical com-
parisons are impossible, these figures are at least equivalent
to the risks associated with pernicious anaemia. When the
likely frequency of atrophic gastritis in the population is
taken into account-as much as 28% if figures obtained in a
normal Finnish population are generally applicable2 -then

atrophic gastritis becomes of greater importance in absolute
terms.

Predisposing factors to atrophic gastritis are poorly under-
stood, but a variety of constitutional factors have been
suggested, including tobacco smoking and alcohol consump-
tion as well as (weakly) social class.'3 But there is a far stronger
relationship between social class and gastric cancer mortality,
with a notably high death rate in the lowest social classes,14 a
risk which may be increasing rather than diminishing,'4 15
though changing bases of occupational classification make
comparisons difficult. Further investigations of the sig-
nificance of atrophic gastritis and intestinal metaplasia-also
sometimes considered to be a precursor of gastric cancer'6 17-
are clearly needed. But it has to be borne in mind that gastric
biopsy, a technique which may be simple and trouble-free in
experienced hands, is still physically unpleasant for the
patient undergoing it.
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Traumatic Displacement of
Fat

Most of the disabilities and deformities that follow injury
are becoming known and well documented, but with the
inexorable increase in road traffic accidents and with in-
creasing efficiency in accident services new syndromes are
being recognized and reported. Trauma to the hip region
in women may cause a rupture of fat tissue with displace-
ment, leaving an ugly lump with an adjacent defect. This
condition had not been reported until B. F. Meggitt and
J. N. Wilson' described the "battered buttock syndrome,"
"fat fracture," or "traumatic lipoma" in 12 women, nearly
all of whom were injured in car accidents.
The clinical features are not obvious at first because the

swelling is large and is mainly due to haematoma. As the
bruising becomes absorbed the deformity becomes apparent.
There is a large tender mass the size of which is accentu-
ated by the adjacent hollow. Three of the 12 cases reported
required operation because the deformity was accompanied
by pain and tenderness. At operation the subcutaneous fat
was found to have been sheared off the deep fascia, the
vertical fibrous septa having been ruptured. In one case an
attempt to replace the fat mass was partially successful. In
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